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on may 14 15 1905 in the tsushima straits near japan an entire russian fleet was
annihilated its ships sunk scattered or captured by the japanese in the deciding
battle of the russo japanese war the japanese lost only three destroyers but the
russians lost twenty two ships and thousands of sailors it was the first modern naval
battle employing all the new technology of destruction the old imperial navy was
woefully unprepared the defeat at tsushima was the last and greatest of many
indignities suffered by the russian fleet which had traveled halfway around the world
to reach the battle dogged every mile by bad luck and misadventure their legendary
admiral dubbed mad dog led them on an extraordinary eighteen thousand mile journey
from the baltic sea around europe africa and asia to the sea of japan they were
burdened by the tsar s incompetent leadership and the old slow ships that he insisted
be included to bulk up the fleet moreover they were under constant fear of attack and
there were no friendly ports to supply coal food and fresh water the level of self
sufficiency attained by this navy was not seen again until the second world war the
battle of tsushima is among the top five naval battles in history equal in scope and
drama to those of lepanto trafalgar jutland and midway yet despite its importance it
has been long neglected in the west with a novelist s eye and a historian s authority
constantine pleshakov tells of the russian squadron s long difficult journey and fast
horrible defeat on may 14 1905 for the first time an asian nation defeated a european
power russia s total defeat at tsushima the deciding battle of the russo japanese war
confirmed japan as a rising superpower would be ruler of the east in a single day the
russian fleet was annihilated while japan lost only 3 destroyers it was the first
modern naval battle employing all the new technology of destruction the defeat at
tsushima was the last greatest of many indignities incurred by the russian fleet
which had traveled halfway around the world to reach the battle dogged every mile by
bad luck misadventure despite its importance its drama the history of the battle of
tsushima has long been neglected in the west illustrations a timely and important
book he brings to it rare clarity and common sense his book is a fast paced account
of the last sixteen months of the tsar s life brief sharp but laced with well judged
feeling for the dramas of the time catherine merridale observer in march 1917
nicholas ii the last tsar of all the russias abdicated and the dynasty that had ruled
an empire for three hundred years was forced from power by revolution in this
masterful and forensic study robert service examines the last year nicholas s reign
and the months between that momentous abdication and his death with his family in
ekaterinburg in july 1918 drawing on the tsar s own diaries and other hitherto
unexamined contemporary records the last of the tsars reveals a man who was almost
entirely out of his depth perhaps even willfully so it is also a compelling account
of the social economic and political foment in russia in the aftermath of alexander
kerensky s february revolution the bolshevik seizure of power in october 1917 and the
beginnings of lenin s soviet republic russia is famous for its vodka and its culture
of extreme intoxication but just as vodka is central to the lives of many russians it
is also central to understanding russian history and politics in vodka politics mark
lawrence schrad argues that debilitating societal alcoholism is not hard wired into
russians genetic code but rather their autocratic political system which has long
wielded vodka as a tool of statecraft through a series of historical investigations
stretching from ivan the terrible through vladimir putin vodka politics presents the
secret history of the russian state itself a history that is drenched in liquor
scrutinizing rather than dismissing the role of alcohol in russian politics yields a
more nuanced understanding of russian history itself from palace intrigues under the
tsars to the drunken antics of soviet and post soviet leadership vodka is there in
abundance beyond vivid anecdotes schrad scours original documents and archival
evidence to answer provocative historical questions how have russia s rulers used
alcohol to solidify their autocratic rule what role did alcohol play in tsarist coups
was nicholas ii s ill fated prohibition a catalyst for the bolshevik revolution could
the soviet union have become a world power without liquor how did vodka politics
contribute to the collapse of both communism and public health in the 1990s how can
the kremlin overcome vodka s hurdles to produce greater social well being prosperity
and democracy into the future viewing russian history through the bottom of the vodka
bottle helps us to understand why the liquor question remains important to russian
high politics even today almost a century after the issue had been put to bed in most
every other modern state indeed recognizing and confronting vodka s devastating
political legacies may be the greatest political challenge for this generation of
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russia s leadership as well as the next russian orthodoxy resurgent is the first book
to fully explore the expansive and ill understood role that russia s ancient
christian faith has played in the fall of soviet communism and in the rise of russian
nationalism today john and carol garrard tell the story of how the orthodox church s
moral weight helped defeat the 1991 coup against gorbachev launched by communist
party hardliners the soviet union disintegrated leaving russians searching for a
usable past the garrards reveal how patriarch aleksy ii a former kgb officer and the
man behind the church s successful defeat of the coup is reconstituting a new
national idea in the church s own image in the new russia the former kgb who run the
country vladimir putin among them proclaim the cross not the hammer and sickle
meanwhile a majority of russians now embrace the orthodox faith with unprecedented
fervor the garrards trace how aleksy orchestrated this transformation positioning his
church to inherit power once held by the communist party and to become the dominant
ethos of the military and government they show how the revived church under aleksy
prevented mass violence during the post soviet turmoil and how aleksy astutely linked
the church with the army and melded russian patriotism and faith russian orthodoxy
resurgent argues that the west must come to grips with this complex and contradictory
resurgence of the orthodox faith because it is the hidden force behind russia s
domestic and foreign policies today new york times bestseller from the national
bestselling author of stalin an epic history on the grandest scale financial times
about the most successful dynasty of modern times a family who created the world s
greatest empire and then lost it all an essential addition to the library of anyone
interested in russian history the new york times book review the romanovs ruled a
sixth of the world s surface for three centuries how did one family turn a war ruined
principality intoc the world s greatest empire and how did they lose it all this is
the intimate story of twenty tsars and tsarinas some touched by genius some by
madness but all inspired by holy autocracy and imperial ambition simon sebag
montefiore s gripping chronicle reveals their secret world of unlimited power and
ruthless empire building overshadowed by palace conspiracy family rivalries sexual
decadence and wild extravagance drawing on new archival research montefiore delivers
an enthralling epic of triumph and tragedy love and murder that is both a universal
study of power and a portrait of empire that helps define russia today this is the
most comprehensive bibliography of the spanish armada of 1588 in recent years and the
only up to date reference which provides a critical assessment of important source
materials and an annotated bibliography of all genres of literature in western
languages eugene rasor describes 1114 titles and is the first to assess the vast
collection of writings that have accompanied the recent 400th anniversary of the
armada campaign cross references from the narrative to bibliographical entries and a
full index make the guide easy for researchers at all levels to use in their study of
naval and european history this authoritative reference covers one of the most
important campaigns in naval history the first part of the book consists of a
narrative assessing the literature on the spanish armada in terms of background
history leaders preparations and tactics and the consequences of the conflict source
materials include all published books monographs official histories government
publications dissertations bibliographies pertinent journals and periodicals and
related articles collections of archival and research sources and their locations
other significant holdings published and broadcasted interviews fiction drama and art
english spanish french dutch and other western languages are covered in a
comprehensive manner and both english and spanish perspectives are presented
carefully the book also offers a short chronology the index cites authors and
subjects both the battle of tsushima the epic battle between the japanese and russian
navies on may 27 28 1905 is examined in far greater detail than ever before making
extensive use of official records personal accounts and a wealth of untouched
information on the russian navy s activities this battle little known about by a
general readership is brought vividly to life also the immense coaling operation with
the names of all the colliers is described in very informative and sometimes amusing
detail the later stages of the battle its details often described as lost in the fog
of battle are clearly portrayed as is the chaotic high speed night action when
numerous japanese destroyer and torpedo boat flotillas terrorised the russian seamen
exhaustive examination of japanese flotilla records has made it possible to reproduce
an exciting and very informative account placing the reader on board the attacking
vessels suffering collisions and gunfire as they career in and around the russian
battle line while the human side of both participants brings into sharp focus the
horrors of war tsushima was not only the culmination and climax of the pre
dreadnought era it was the most decisive naval battle ever fought other battles are
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more well known but they did not achieve such a result neither in their decisiveness
nor in bringing the war in which they were fought to a conclusion obs inaktiverad pga
saknat avtal obs Ätten romanov var den framgångsrikaste dynastin i modern tid och
erövrade enorma områden tills den styrde över en sjättedel av jordens yta hur kunde
en enda familj förvandla ett krigshärjat furstendöme till världens största imperium
och hur kunde de förlora alltsammans detta är den ingående berättelsen om tjugo
tsarer och tsaritsor drabbade av genialitet och galenskap befläckade av samvetslöst
dödande och sexuell dekadens den avslöjar en hemlig värld av gränslöst
självhärskardöme hänsynslöst imperiebygge och palatsintriger den är skriven med en
bländande litterär säkerhet och hämtar material ur ny arkivforskning så blir romanov
en fängslande berättelse om seger och tragedi kärlek och död en allmän studie av makt
och ett viktigt porträtt av det imperium som fortfarande präglar dagens ryssland
Ätten romanov styrde ryssland som tsarer under 300 år 1613 1918 det var en släkt som
bestod av störda och lysande begåvade självhärskare som med hänsynslös personlig
kraft lyfte ett område som ödelagts av inbördeskrig till ett mäktigt självständigt
imperium som dominerade europa peter den store en mordisk berusad tyrann fysisk jätte
politisk reformator och härskargeni och katarina den stora den passionerade tyska
prinsessan som avsatte sin egen make och blev en enastående politisk ledare av en
guldålder var rysslands två främsta regenter och är ett par av dem som skildras i
montefiores nya bok romanovit on ylivertaista eeppistä historiaa siihen verrattuna
game of thrones on kuin teekutsut pappilan puutarhassa antony beevor miten verisesti
keskenään riitelevä suku onnistui saamaan venäjän otteeseensa ja rakentamaan maailman
loistavimman dynastian ja miten he tuhosivat sen kun romanovit nousivat osin sattuman
kautta venäjän valtaistuimelle maa oli sotien ja nälänhädän raunioittama vähitellen
suku sai sekasortoisesta maasta rautaisen otteen ja ryhtyi laajentamaan alueitaan
tuloksena oli valtakunta jota mikään mahti ei voinut kaataa paitsi romanovit itse kun
hallitsijasuku romahti myös suomelle avautui mahdollisuus itsenäistyä millaisia
ihmisiä olivat yhdeksäntoista romanov suvun hallitsijaa ja heidän lähipiirinsä entä
elääkö romanovien henkinen perintö uutta kukoistuskauttaan nyky venäjän johdossa
simon sebag montefiore syntyi vuonna 1965 ja opiskeli historiaa cambridgessa hänen
kirjansa catherine the great and potemkin oli ehdolla samuel johnson duff cooper ja
marsh biography palkintojen saajaksi stalin sai british book awardsin vuoden
historiateos palkinnon nuori stalin sai costa biography awardin iso britannia la
times book prize for biographyn yhdysvallat le grand prix de la biographie politiquen
ranska sekä kreiskyn palkinnon politiikan alan teoksena itävalta bbc teki montefioren
kirjan jerusalemin pohjalta televisiodokumenttisarjan montefioren kirjoja on
julkaistu yli 35 kielellä hänet on hyväksytty royal society of literaturen jäseneksi
ja hän asuu lontoossa vaimonsa romaanikirjailija santa montefioren ja heidän kahden
lapsensa kanssa simon sebag montefioren teokset ovat olleet maailmanlaajuisia
arvostelu ja myyntimenestyksiä niitä on käännetty yli 45 kielelle hänen teoksensa
ruhtinas potemkin ja katariina suuri oli ehdolla samuel johnson duff cooper ja marsh
biography palkintojen saajaksi josif stalinin elämäkerta stalin punaisen tsaarin
hovissa sai british book awardsin vuoden historiateos palkinnon nuori stalin sai
costa biography awardin iso britannia la times book prize for biographyn yhdysvallat
le grand prix de la biographie politiquen ranska sekä kreisky palkinnon parhaana
palkinnon politiikan alan teoksena itävalta hänen teoksensa jerusalem oli myös
maailmanlaajuinen myyntimenestys montefiore opiskeli historiaa cambridgessa jossa
hänelle on myönnetty filosofian tohtorin arvo tietokirjallisuuden lisäksi montefiore
on kirjoittanut romaanit sashenka ja red sky at noon hänen romaaninsa one night in
winter palkittiin vuoden poliittisena romaanina iso britanniassa hän on kirjoittanut
ja juontanut viisi bbc n televisiodokumenttia istanbulin jerusalemin rooman espanjan
ja wienin historiasta ������ ��������� �������� ������������������������� ����� �����
������ ����������� ����������������������� �������������������� �� ������������������
����������� ������������������� ������������ ������������ travel through history and
around the world to learn about the greatest mistakes blunders and bloopers of all
time everyone makes mistakes and nearly everyone likes to know about them especially
when made by someone else the worst blunders of all time shocking tales from pandora
s box to putin s invasion presents some of our most notable blunders from the silly
to the consequential from ancient history to current events it offers the pleasure of
schadenfreude and of an easy going reading experience as well as here and there some
learning opportunities the reader will see when relatively big things have gone wrong
and couldn t be called back such as iconic mythical blunders like pandora opening
that troublesome box and eve taking her ill advised bite to great historical oops
such as napoleon s invasion of russia in 1812 as well as some less monumental but
nonetheless exemplary mistakes such as the curse of the bambino when the boston red
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sox sold babe ruth at the time a pitcher to the new york yankees these and other
exemplary oops are presented in a light hearted way with some exceptions being
catastrophic current catastrophes such as trump s egregious mishandling of the covid
19 pandemic author david p barash will take readers from the tragic to the whimsical
with the latter represented by for example wrong way corrigan an early twentieth
century aviator who thought he was flying nonstop from new york to california but
confused by a heavy fog ended up in ireland pointing out these and other mistakes
will be an exercise in monday morning quarterbacking and 20 20 hindsight thus the
worst blunders of all time shall backstrapolate looking in the rear view mirror at
mistakes made by others the worst blunders of all time is neither an advice book nor
a series of cautionary tales it s an easy and accessible read especially useful as
therapy in these difficult times however its nonetheless accurate and informative
giving rise to some potentially useful take home messages keyed to its material
ideally we should all benefit from our own mistakes making lemonade out of lemons
while also following eleanor roosevelt s advice learn from the mistakes of others you
cannot live long enough to make them all yourself �������� � ��� ����������� ��������
����� ����� �������� ����������� too often we think of the modern political state as
a universal institution the inevitable product of history rather than a specific
creation of a very particular history bertrand badie and pierre birnbaum here
persuasively argue that the origin of the state is a social fact arising out of the
peculiar sociohistorical context of western europe drawing on historical materials
and bringing sociological insights to bear on a field long abandoned to jurists and
political scientists the authors lay the foundations for a strikingly original theory
of the birth and subsequent diffusion of the state the book opens with a review of
the principal evolutionary theories concerning the origin of the institution proposed
by such thinkers as marx durkheim and weber rejecting these views the authors set
forward and defend their thesis that the state was an invention rather than a
necessary consequence of any other process once invented the state was disseminated
outside its western european birthplace either through imposition or imitation the
study concludes with concrete analyses of the differences in actual state
institutions in france prussia great britain the united states and switzerland as the
dark ages enveloped europe a civilization was born on the banks of the dnieper river
rus whose capital at kiev surpassed in grandeur most cities of europe was home to the
ukrainian people whose princes made war on constantinople and established the city
states of what would become russia the cities of rus were destroyed by the mongols
their remains falling to the polish lithuanian kingdom with the steppe restored to
wilderness the kraina borderlands of the hardy frontiersmen known as cossacks who in
the 17th century destroyed powerful polish lithuanian and muscovite armies gained
ukrainian independence and established a unique social order drawing on english
ukrainian and french sources this book chronicles the military and social origins of
ukraine and describes the differences between ukraine and its neighbors the author
refutes the claim that ukraine and russia were once united in a common political
system ��������������� �������������� ��������������� ��������� ���������������������
������� ��� ������������������� �������������� ��������������������� �������� �������
����� ����� ����������� ������������������ ������� ��������������������� ������������
�� the aim of this book is to explore some of the main pre occupations of literature
culture and criticism dealing with historical themes in post soviet russia focusing
mainly on literature in the years 1991 to 2006 introd a history of winning
intelligence practices from the spanish armada to cyberwar that offers timeless
practical lessons we ignore at our peril according to conventional wisdom strategic
surprise and other intelligence failures are both inevitable and ultimately
irrelevant because at least in international politics and war military muscle matters
more than brains in decision advantage jennifer e sims counters this argument by
investigating the history of intelligence through centuries of international conflict
including the 16th century s spanish armada two us civil war battles the hunt for
president lincoln s assassin and key diplomatic crises before the two world wars sims
dives deep into these events to show that the competitive pursuit of intelligence
advantage has been a measurable buildable and consequential form of power that can
help competitors win against otherwise stronger opponents from these observations the
author develops a general guide to building intelligence readiness whether for war
diplomacy or international manhunts refuting arguments that intelligence is a
sideshow because intentions are unknowable and predictions risky she redefines
success as gaining information advantages over an adversary prescribes four practical
pathways for gaining them and confirms what seems to be simple common sense smart
competitors know how to learn and the ones who learn best tend to win thinking of
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intelligence in this way sims argues adds a moral character to an enterprise that is
too often mired in excessive secrecy and tyrannical agendas by lifting the veil on
international politics decision advantage shows how good intelligence can lessen the
likelihood of wars of misperception and folly suppose roosevelt stalin churchill
hitler and hirohito had united to conquer an even greater foe no one could top their
power not the germans not the japanese not the russians not the united states from
pearl harbor to panzers rolling through paris to the siege of leningrad and the
battle of midway war seethed across the planet as flames of destruction rose higher
and hotter and then suddenly the real enemy came the invaders seemed unstoppable
their technology far beyond human reach and never before had men been more divided
for jew to unite with nazi american with japanese and russian with german was
unthinkable but the alternative was even worse as the fate of the world hung in the
balance slowly painfully humankind took up the shocking challenge the house of
mountbatten derives from the house of battenberg the princess alice 1843 1873 married
grand duke louis iv of hesse and they became the parents of princess victoria of
hesse 1863 1950 who married prince louis of battenberg they changed their name to a
more english sounding name during the world war i thus taking on the name mountbatten
louis became the first marquess of milford haven and was the father of four children
two of the children became wives to the rulers of greece and sweden while another
child louis 1900 1979 became earl mountbatten of burma and the last viceroy of india
one of louis and victoria s grandchildren is prince philip duke of edinburgh and
husband of queen elizabeth ii of great britain why cliffsap guides go with the name
you know and trust get the information you need fast written by test prep specialists
about the contents introduction test taking tips and strategies overview of the test
and scoring with information on multiple choice questions the document based question
the change over time essay and the comparative essay part i subject review review of
the 5 historical periods covered on the test sample multiple choice questions with
answers and explanations part ii ap world history practice tests 3 full length
practice tests with answers and explanations ap is a registered trademark of the
college board which was not involved in the production of and does not endorse this
product ap test prep essentials from the experts at cliffsnotes an american bookworks
corporation project contributors todd carney phd charles a desnoyers phd philip c
dimare phd james godwin phd shawndra holderby phd kathryn jasper ma david meier phd
judith rae ross phd and ryan wilkinson ba more than notes cliffsap cliffscomplete
cliffsquickreview cliffstestprep cliffsstudysolver the jesuit review of faith and
culture nov 13 2017 official organ of the book trade of the united kingdom
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The Tsar's Last Armada

2008-08-06

on may 14 15 1905 in the tsushima straits near japan an entire russian fleet was
annihilated its ships sunk scattered or captured by the japanese in the deciding
battle of the russo japanese war the japanese lost only three destroyers but the
russians lost twenty two ships and thousands of sailors it was the first modern naval
battle employing all the new technology of destruction the old imperial navy was
woefully unprepared the defeat at tsushima was the last and greatest of many
indignities suffered by the russian fleet which had traveled halfway around the world
to reach the battle dogged every mile by bad luck and misadventure their legendary
admiral dubbed mad dog led them on an extraordinary eighteen thousand mile journey
from the baltic sea around europe africa and asia to the sea of japan they were
burdened by the tsar s incompetent leadership and the old slow ships that he insisted
be included to bulk up the fleet moreover they were under constant fear of attack and
there were no friendly ports to supply coal food and fresh water the level of self
sufficiency attained by this navy was not seen again until the second world war the
battle of tsushima is among the top five naval battles in history equal in scope and
drama to those of lepanto trafalgar jutland and midway yet despite its importance it
has been long neglected in the west with a novelist s eye and a historian s authority
constantine pleshakov tells of the russian squadron s long difficult journey and fast
horrible defeat

The Tsar's Last Armada

2005-07-01

on may 14 1905 for the first time an asian nation defeated a european power russia s
total defeat at tsushima the deciding battle of the russo japanese war confirmed
japan as a rising superpower would be ruler of the east in a single day the russian
fleet was annihilated while japan lost only 3 destroyers it was the first modern
naval battle employing all the new technology of destruction the defeat at tsushima
was the last greatest of many indignities incurred by the russian fleet which had
traveled halfway around the world to reach the battle dogged every mile by bad luck
misadventure despite its importance its drama the history of the battle of tsushima
has long been neglected in the west illustrations

The Last of the Tsars

2017-02-23

a timely and important book he brings to it rare clarity and common sense his book is
a fast paced account of the last sixteen months of the tsar s life brief sharp but
laced with well judged feeling for the dramas of the time catherine merridale
observer in march 1917 nicholas ii the last tsar of all the russias abdicated and the
dynasty that had ruled an empire for three hundred years was forced from power by
revolution in this masterful and forensic study robert service examines the last year
nicholas s reign and the months between that momentous abdication and his death with
his family in ekaterinburg in july 1918 drawing on the tsar s own diaries and other
hitherto unexamined contemporary records the last of the tsars reveals a man who was
almost entirely out of his depth perhaps even willfully so it is also a compelling
account of the social economic and political foment in russia in the aftermath of
alexander kerensky s february revolution the bolshevik seizure of power in october
1917 and the beginnings of lenin s soviet republic

Vodka Politics

2014-02-05

russia is famous for its vodka and its culture of extreme intoxication but just as
vodka is central to the lives of many russians it is also central to understanding
russian history and politics in vodka politics mark lawrence schrad argues that
debilitating societal alcoholism is not hard wired into russians genetic code but
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rather their autocratic political system which has long wielded vodka as a tool of
statecraft through a series of historical investigations stretching from ivan the
terrible through vladimir putin vodka politics presents the secret history of the
russian state itself a history that is drenched in liquor scrutinizing rather than
dismissing the role of alcohol in russian politics yields a more nuanced
understanding of russian history itself from palace intrigues under the tsars to the
drunken antics of soviet and post soviet leadership vodka is there in abundance
beyond vivid anecdotes schrad scours original documents and archival evidence to
answer provocative historical questions how have russia s rulers used alcohol to
solidify their autocratic rule what role did alcohol play in tsarist coups was
nicholas ii s ill fated prohibition a catalyst for the bolshevik revolution could the
soviet union have become a world power without liquor how did vodka politics
contribute to the collapse of both communism and public health in the 1990s how can
the kremlin overcome vodka s hurdles to produce greater social well being prosperity
and democracy into the future viewing russian history through the bottom of the vodka
bottle helps us to understand why the liquor question remains important to russian
high politics even today almost a century after the issue had been put to bed in most
every other modern state indeed recognizing and confronting vodka s devastating
political legacies may be the greatest political challenge for this generation of
russia s leadership as well as the next

Russian Orthodoxy Resurgent

2008-09-14

russian orthodoxy resurgent is the first book to fully explore the expansive and ill
understood role that russia s ancient christian faith has played in the fall of
soviet communism and in the rise of russian nationalism today john and carol garrard
tell the story of how the orthodox church s moral weight helped defeat the 1991 coup
against gorbachev launched by communist party hardliners the soviet union
disintegrated leaving russians searching for a usable past the garrards reveal how
patriarch aleksy ii a former kgb officer and the man behind the church s successful
defeat of the coup is reconstituting a new national idea in the church s own image in
the new russia the former kgb who run the country vladimir putin among them proclaim
the cross not the hammer and sickle meanwhile a majority of russians now embrace the
orthodox faith with unprecedented fervor the garrards trace how aleksy orchestrated
this transformation positioning his church to inherit power once held by the
communist party and to become the dominant ethos of the military and government they
show how the revived church under aleksy prevented mass violence during the post
soviet turmoil and how aleksy astutely linked the church with the army and melded
russian patriotism and faith russian orthodoxy resurgent argues that the west must
come to grips with this complex and contradictory resurgence of the orthodox faith
because it is the hidden force behind russia s domestic and foreign policies today

The Romanovs

2016-05-03

new york times bestseller from the national bestselling author of stalin an epic
history on the grandest scale financial times about the most successful dynasty of
modern times a family who created the world s greatest empire and then lost it all an
essential addition to the library of anyone interested in russian history the new
york times book review the romanovs ruled a sixth of the world s surface for three
centuries how did one family turn a war ruined principality intoc the world s
greatest empire and how did they lose it all this is the intimate story of twenty
tsars and tsarinas some touched by genius some by madness but all inspired by holy
autocracy and imperial ambition simon sebag montefiore s gripping chronicle reveals
their secret world of unlimited power and ruthless empire building overshadowed by
palace conspiracy family rivalries sexual decadence and wild extravagance drawing on
new archival research montefiore delivers an enthralling epic of triumph and tragedy
love and murder that is both a universal study of power and a portrait of empire that
helps define russia today
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The Spanish Armada of 1588

1993

this is the most comprehensive bibliography of the spanish armada of 1588 in recent
years and the only up to date reference which provides a critical assessment of
important source materials and an annotated bibliography of all genres of literature
in western languages eugene rasor describes 1114 titles and is the first to assess
the vast collection of writings that have accompanied the recent 400th anniversary of
the armada campaign cross references from the narrative to bibliographical entries
and a full index make the guide easy for researchers at all levels to use in their
study of naval and european history this authoritative reference covers one of the
most important campaigns in naval history the first part of the book consists of a
narrative assessing the literature on the spanish armada in terms of background
history leaders preparations and tactics and the consequences of the conflict source
materials include all published books monographs official histories government
publications dissertations bibliographies pertinent journals and periodicals and
related articles collections of archival and research sources and their locations
other significant holdings published and broadcasted interviews fiction drama and art
english spanish french dutch and other western languages are covered in a
comprehensive manner and both english and spanish perspectives are presented
carefully the book also offers a short chronology the index cites authors and
subjects both

Tsushima: Japan's Trafalgar

2022-05-31

the battle of tsushima the epic battle between the japanese and russian navies on may
27 28 1905 is examined in far greater detail than ever before making extensive use of
official records personal accounts and a wealth of untouched information on the
russian navy s activities this battle little known about by a general readership is
brought vividly to life also the immense coaling operation with the names of all the
colliers is described in very informative and sometimes amusing detail the later
stages of the battle its details often described as lost in the fog of battle are
clearly portrayed as is the chaotic high speed night action when numerous japanese
destroyer and torpedo boat flotillas terrorised the russian seamen exhaustive
examination of japanese flotilla records has made it possible to reproduce an
exciting and very informative account placing the reader on board the attacking
vessels suffering collisions and gunfire as they career in and around the russian
battle line while the human side of both participants brings into sharp focus the
horrors of war tsushima was not only the culmination and climax of the pre
dreadnought era it was the most decisive naval battle ever fought other battles are
more well known but they did not achieve such a result neither in their decisiveness
nor in bringing the war in which they were fought to a conclusion

Romanov

2017-03-08

obs inaktiverad pga saknat avtal obs Ätten romanov var den framgångsrikaste dynastin
i modern tid och erövrade enorma områden tills den styrde över en sjättedel av
jordens yta hur kunde en enda familj förvandla ett krigshärjat furstendöme till
världens största imperium och hur kunde de förlora alltsammans detta är den ingående
berättelsen om tjugo tsarer och tsaritsor drabbade av genialitet och galenskap
befläckade av samvetslöst dödande och sexuell dekadens den avslöjar en hemlig värld
av gränslöst självhärskardöme hänsynslöst imperiebygge och palatsintriger den är
skriven med en bländande litterär säkerhet och hämtar material ur ny arkivforskning
så blir romanov en fängslande berättelse om seger och tragedi kärlek och död en
allmän studie av makt och ett viktigt porträtt av det imperium som fortfarande
präglar dagens ryssland Ätten romanov styrde ryssland som tsarer under 300 år 1613
1918 det var en släkt som bestod av störda och lysande begåvade självhärskare som med
hänsynslös personlig kraft lyfte ett område som ödelagts av inbördeskrig till ett
mäktigt självständigt imperium som dominerade europa peter den store en mordisk
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berusad tyrann fysisk jätte politisk reformator och härskargeni och katarina den
stora den passionerade tyska prinsessan som avsatte sin egen make och blev en
enastående politisk ledare av en guldålder var rysslands två främsta regenter och är
ett par av dem som skildras i montefiores nya bok

Romanovit

2017-10-13

romanovit on ylivertaista eeppistä historiaa siihen verrattuna game of thrones on
kuin teekutsut pappilan puutarhassa antony beevor miten verisesti keskenään riitelevä
suku onnistui saamaan venäjän otteeseensa ja rakentamaan maailman loistavimman
dynastian ja miten he tuhosivat sen kun romanovit nousivat osin sattuman kautta
venäjän valtaistuimelle maa oli sotien ja nälänhädän raunioittama vähitellen suku sai
sekasortoisesta maasta rautaisen otteen ja ryhtyi laajentamaan alueitaan tuloksena
oli valtakunta jota mikään mahti ei voinut kaataa paitsi romanovit itse kun
hallitsijasuku romahti myös suomelle avautui mahdollisuus itsenäistyä millaisia
ihmisiä olivat yhdeksäntoista romanov suvun hallitsijaa ja heidän lähipiirinsä entä
elääkö romanovien henkinen perintö uutta kukoistuskauttaan nyky venäjän johdossa
simon sebag montefiore syntyi vuonna 1965 ja opiskeli historiaa cambridgessa hänen
kirjansa catherine the great and potemkin oli ehdolla samuel johnson duff cooper ja
marsh biography palkintojen saajaksi stalin sai british book awardsin vuoden
historiateos palkinnon nuori stalin sai costa biography awardin iso britannia la
times book prize for biographyn yhdysvallat le grand prix de la biographie politiquen
ranska sekä kreiskyn palkinnon politiikan alan teoksena itävalta bbc teki montefioren
kirjan jerusalemin pohjalta televisiodokumenttisarjan montefioren kirjoja on
julkaistu yli 35 kielellä hänet on hyväksytty royal society of literaturen jäseneksi
ja hän asuu lontoossa vaimonsa romaanikirjailija santa montefioren ja heidän kahden
lapsensa kanssa simon sebag montefioren teokset ovat olleet maailmanlaajuisia
arvostelu ja myyntimenestyksiä niitä on käännetty yli 45 kielelle hänen teoksensa
ruhtinas potemkin ja katariina suuri oli ehdolla samuel johnson duff cooper ja marsh
biography palkintojen saajaksi josif stalinin elämäkerta stalin punaisen tsaarin
hovissa sai british book awardsin vuoden historiateos palkinnon nuori stalin sai
costa biography awardin iso britannia la times book prize for biographyn yhdysvallat
le grand prix de la biographie politiquen ranska sekä kreisky palkinnon parhaana
palkinnon politiikan alan teoksena itävalta hänen teoksensa jerusalem oli myös
maailmanlaajuinen myyntimenestys montefiore opiskeli historiaa cambridgessa jossa
hänelle on myönnetty filosofian tohtorin arvo tietokirjallisuuden lisäksi montefiore
on kirjoittanut romaanit sashenka ja red sky at noon hänen romaaninsa one night in
winter palkittiin vuoden poliittisena romaanina iso britanniassa hän on kirjoittanut
ja juontanut viisi bbc n televisiodokumenttia istanbulin jerusalemin rooman espanjan
ja wienin historiasta

若い読者のための世界史

2004-12-01

レパント海戦 トラファルガー海戦 ユトランド沖海戦 ミッドウェー海戦とともに世界の五大海戦に数えられる 日本海海戦 ロシアの無敵艦隊はなぜ どのように誕生したのか バルチッ
ク艦隊を率いるロジェストヴェンスキーに 旅順を失った皇帝ニコライは何を託したのか 愚物 と司馬遼太郎が評したロジェストヴェンスキーの実像を描き直し 日本海へと向かうバルチッ
������� ������������ ������������

日本海海戦悲劇への航海上

2010-10

travel through history and around the world to learn about the greatest mistakes
blunders and bloopers of all time everyone makes mistakes and nearly everyone likes
to know about them especially when made by someone else the worst blunders of all
time shocking tales from pandora s box to putin s invasion presents some of our most
notable blunders from the silly to the consequential from ancient history to current
events it offers the pleasure of schadenfreude and of an easy going reading
experience as well as here and there some learning opportunities the reader will see
when relatively big things have gone wrong and couldn t be called back such as iconic
mythical blunders like pandora opening that troublesome box and eve taking her ill
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advised bite to great historical oops such as napoleon s invasion of russia in 1812
as well as some less monumental but nonetheless exemplary mistakes such as the curse
of the bambino when the boston red sox sold babe ruth at the time a pitcher to the
new york yankees these and other exemplary oops are presented in a light hearted way
with some exceptions being catastrophic current catastrophes such as trump s
egregious mishandling of the covid 19 pandemic author david p barash will take
readers from the tragic to the whimsical with the latter represented by for example
wrong way corrigan an early twentieth century aviator who thought he was flying
nonstop from new york to california but confused by a heavy fog ended up in ireland
pointing out these and other mistakes will be an exercise in monday morning
quarterbacking and 20 20 hindsight thus the worst blunders of all time shall
backstrapolate looking in the rear view mirror at mistakes made by others the worst
blunders of all time is neither an advice book nor a series of cautionary tales it s
an easy and accessible read especially useful as therapy in these difficult times
however its nonetheless accurate and informative giving rise to some potentially
useful take home messages keyed to its material ideally we should all benefit from
our own mistakes making lemonade out of lemons while also following eleanor roosevelt
s advice learn from the mistakes of others you cannot live long enough to make them
all yourself

From the defeat of the Spanish Armada, 1588, to the
Battle of Waterloo, 1815

1954

�������� � ��� ����������� ������������� ����� �������� �����������

OOPS!

2023-08-15

too often we think of the modern political state as a universal institution the
inevitable product of history rather than a specific creation of a very particular
history bertrand badie and pierre birnbaum here persuasively argue that the origin of
the state is a social fact arising out of the peculiar sociohistorical context of
western europe drawing on historical materials and bringing sociological insights to
bear on a field long abandoned to jurists and political scientists the authors lay
the foundations for a strikingly original theory of the birth and subsequent
diffusion of the state the book opens with a review of the principal evolutionary
theories concerning the origin of the institution proposed by such thinkers as marx
durkheim and weber rejecting these views the authors set forward and defend their
thesis that the state was an invention rather than a necessary consequence of any
other process once invented the state was disseminated outside its western european
birthplace either through imposition or imitation the study concludes with concrete
analyses of the differences in actual state institutions in france prussia great
britain the united states and switzerland

The Book of Gold

1971

as the dark ages enveloped europe a civilization was born on the banks of the dnieper
river rus whose capital at kiev surpassed in grandeur most cities of europe was home
to the ukrainian people whose princes made war on constantinople and established the
city states of what would become russia the cities of rus were destroyed by the
mongols their remains falling to the polish lithuanian kingdom with the steppe
restored to wilderness the kraina borderlands of the hardy frontiersmen known as
cossacks who in the 17th century destroyed powerful polish lithuanian and muscovite
armies gained ukrainian independence and established a unique social order drawing on
english ukrainian and french sources this book chronicles the military and social
origins of ukraine and describes the differences between ukraine and its neighbors
the author refutes the claim that ukraine and russia were once united in a common
political system
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大国政治の悲劇完全版

2017-12
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The Sociology of the State

1983-05-15

the aim of this book is to explore some of the main pre occupations of literature
culture and criticism dealing with historical themes in post soviet russia focusing
mainly on literature in the years 1991 to 2006 introd

The Battle of Trafalgar

1972

a history of winning intelligence practices from the spanish armada to cyberwar that
offers timeless practical lessons we ignore at our peril according to conventional
wisdom strategic surprise and other intelligence failures are both inevitable and
ultimately irrelevant because at least in international politics and war military
muscle matters more than brains in decision advantage jennifer e sims counters this
argument by investigating the history of intelligence through centuries of
international conflict including the 16th century s spanish armada two us civil war
battles the hunt for president lincoln s assassin and key diplomatic crises before
the two world wars sims dives deep into these events to show that the competitive
pursuit of intelligence advantage has been a measurable buildable and consequential
form of power that can help competitors win against otherwise stronger opponents from
these observations the author develops a general guide to building intelligence
readiness whether for war diplomacy or international manhunts refuting arguments that
intelligence is a sideshow because intentions are unknowable and predictions risky
she redefines success as gaining information advantages over an adversary prescribes
four practical pathways for gaining them and confirms what seems to be simple common
sense smart competitors know how to learn and the ones who learn best tend to win
thinking of intelligence in this way sims argues adds a moral character to an
enterprise that is too often mired in excessive secrecy and tyrannical agendas by
lifting the veil on international politics decision advantage shows how good
intelligence can lessen the likelihood of wars of misperception and folly

British Book News

1972

suppose roosevelt stalin churchill hitler and hirohito had united to conquer an even
greater foe no one could top their power not the germans not the japanese not the
russians not the united states from pearl harbor to panzers rolling through paris to
the siege of leningrad and the battle of midway war seethed across the planet as
flames of destruction rose higher and hotter and then suddenly the real enemy came
the invaders seemed unstoppable their technology far beyond human reach and never
before had men been more divided for jew to unite with nazi american with japanese
and russian with german was unthinkable but the alternative was even worse as the
fate of the world hung in the balance slowly painfully humankind took up the shocking
challenge

Early Ukraine

2016-04-05

the house of mountbatten derives from the house of battenberg the princess alice 1843
1873 married grand duke louis iv of hesse and they became the parents of princess
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victoria of hesse 1863 1950 who married prince louis of battenberg they changed their
name to a more english sounding name during the world war i thus taking on the name
mountbatten louis became the first marquess of milford haven and was the father of
four children two of the children became wives to the rulers of greece and sweden
while another child louis 1900 1979 became earl mountbatten of burma and the last
viceroy of india one of louis and victoria s grandchildren is prince philip duke of
edinburgh and husband of queen elizabeth ii of great britain

日本海海戦悲劇への航海

2010-11-20

why cliffsap guides go with the name you know and trust get the information you need
fast written by test prep specialists about the contents introduction test taking
tips and strategies overview of the test and scoring with information on multiple
choice questions the document based question the change over time essay and the
comparative essay part i subject review review of the 5 historical periods covered on
the test sample multiple choice questions with answers and explanations part ii ap
world history practice tests 3 full length practice tests with answers and
explanations ap is a registered trademark of the college board which was not involved
in the production of and does not endorse this product ap test prep essentials from
the experts at cliffsnotes an american bookworks corporation project contributors
todd carney phd charles a desnoyers phd philip c dimare phd james godwin phd shawndra
holderby phd kathryn jasper ma david meier phd judith rae ross phd and ryan wilkinson
ba more than notes cliffsap cliffscomplete cliffsquickreview cliffstestprep
cliffsstudysolver

The New Leader

1977

the jesuit review of faith and culture nov 13 2017

Literature, History and Identity in Post-Soviet Russia,
1991-2006

2007

official organ of the book trade of the united kingdom

Words on Cassette

2000

Decision Advantage

2022-08-02

In the Balance (Worldwar, Book One)

2002-01-08

Words on Cassette, 2002

2002
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The Mountbattens

1975

Accessions List

1945

CliffsAP World History

2007-05-03

The Publishers Weekly

1895

Publishers' Weekly

1895

The Nation

1897

America

1961

History

1973

Classified Catalogue of Selected Accessions

1943

Classified Catalogue of Selected Accessions to the
University Library

1949

The Bookseller and the Stationery Trades' Journal

1897

Books in Print Supplement

2002
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Books Out Loud

2004
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